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	EVE Online is a popular sci-fi MMORPG with the reputation of being one of, if not the most complex and unforgiving MMO on the market. There are many players with years of experience playing EVE without ever fully understanding the game

	or achieving any kind of notable success.





	This book differs from all the other written guides currently available, in that instead of just teaching you how to be a miner or a mission runner, this book shares with you the knowledge and experience of an EVE veteran with over nine years of experience playing EVE. With this book you will gain insider information that you would normally only gain after years of playing the game.

	The unofficial guide to becoming an ISK billionaire in EVE Online


	Overview

	
		Immerse yourself in the EVE Universe and amass untold wealth
	
		Get a jump start in the EVE economy and be immediately competitive in any ISK making career
	
		Filled with screenshots and tables that walk you step-by-step through your career from start to finish.



	In Detail


	New Eden, a universe of beauty, destruction and unlimited potential. Take on the role of a capsuleer and forge a story and empire that spans vast regions of space that is uniquely your own. But in order to forge your story and empire, it takes ISK and lots of it.


	The ISK Making Guide to EVE Online teaches you the inner workings of each ISK making career choice. Learn the tricks of the pros and avoid the hidden pitfalls that await you at every turn. Learn from the experience of a seasoned EVE veteran.


	Starting with the more easily accessible career choices and moving on to the careers only available to the experienced capsuleers, this book takes you step-by-step as your story unfolds. Help determine the path of EVE by taking on careers like Mining and Manufacturing, the backbone of New Eden or help your empire rise above the rest by Running Missions for the corporations of your empire. The ISK Making Guide to EVE Online gives you a jump start and walks you through every ISK making career choice.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Understand the workings of the EVE economy and EVE as a whole
	
		Progress through the career of a miner and provide the raw materials for the industry of EVE
	
		Where to find and pick agents for mission running to increase standing and to receive really cool rewards
	
		Grow a manufacturing empire from producing basic ammo and modules to the most advanced ships in EVE
	
		Fight the Sansha pirates that threaten New Eden while earning ISK and other rare rewards
	
		Take hold of every little advantage and turn it into huge profits on the markets of EVE
	
		Find friends, form corporations and forge alliances



	Approach


	A game strategy guide that focuses solely on maximising your in game earning.


	Who this book is written for


	Whether you are new pilot plugging into your first capsule or have years of experience in EVE, this book is for you. No prior knowledge of EVE Online required.
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Logic and Information Flow (Foundations of Computing)MIT Press, 1994

	The thirteen chapters written expressly for this book by logicians, theoretical computer scientists, philosophers, and semanticists address, from the perspective of mathematical logic, the problems of understanding and studying the flow of information through any information-processing system.The logic of information flow has applications in...
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Google Search and Tools in a Snap (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 2006
These days, nobody really wants to learn everything there is about a product like Google Tools. And even if you did, who has the time to endlessly tinker and play with it until you figure everything out? You just want a book that will quickly show you how to do things with Google Tools, like perform power searches, find pictures...
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Adobe Photoshop CS6 Digital ClassroomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A complete training package on the newest version of Photoshop! The Digital Classroom series combines a full-color book with a full-featured DVD, resulting in a complete training package written by expert instructors. Photoshop is the industry standard for image editing, and this guide gets photographers, commercial designers, web developers,...
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Path Integrals in Physics Volume 2: Quantum Field Theory, Statistical Physics & Other Modern ApplicationsTaylor & Francis, 2001
This book covers the fundamentals of path integrals, both the Wiener and Feynman types, and their many applications in physics. It deals with systems that have an infinite number of degrees of freedom. The book discusses the general physical background and concepts of the path integral approach used, followed by the most typical and important...
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Pro PHP SecurityApress, 2005

	The Internet is a dangerous place for applications. In fact, it is reasonable to say that you

	couldn’t create a less secure system if you tried. It is anonymous, uncontrolled, always on,

	and instantly accessible from anywhere. This is a world where every bad actor, cracker, script

	kiddie, and scam artist is your...
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Microsoft Access 2002 Bible BK+CDJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
"The Best book out there … I used this book so much I wore out the binding."—Don Dimon, MCSE, MCP+I, Senior Programmer/Analyst If Access 2002 can do it, you can do it too … Client lists. Sales figures. Product inventories. In today's networked, Internet-everywhere world, you need to get a grip on your data — and...
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